Named entity translation is indispensable in cross language information retrieval nowadays. We propose an approach of combining lexical information, web statistics, and inverse search based on Google to backward translate a Chinese named entity (NE) into English. Our system achieves a high Top-1 accuracy of 87.6%, which is a relatively good performance reported in this area until present.
Introduction
Translation of named entities (NE) attracts much attention due to its practical applications in World Wide Web. The most challenging issue behind is: the genres of NEs are various, NEs are open vocabulary and their translations are very flexible.
Some previous approaches use phonetic similarity to identify corresponding transliterations, i.e., translation by phonetic values (Lin and Chen, 2002; Lee and Chang, 2003) . Some approaches combine lexical (phonetic and meaning) and semantic information to find corresponding translation of NEs in bilingual corpora Huang et al., 2004; Lam et al., 2004) . These studies focus on the alignment of NEs in parallel or comparable corpora. That is called "close-ended" NE translation.
In "open-ended" NE translation, an arbitrary NE is given, and we want to find its corresponding translations. Most previous approaches exploit web search engine to help find translating candidates on the Internet. Al-Onaizan and Knight (2003) adopt language models to generate possible candidates first, and then verify these candidates by web statistics. They achieve a Top-1 accuracy of about 72.6% with Arabic-toEnglish translation. Lu et al. (2004) use statistics of anchor texts in web search result to identify translation and obtain a Top-1 accuracy of about 63.6% in translating English out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words into Traditional Chinese. Zhang et al. (2005) use query expansion to retrieve candidates and then use lexical information, frequencies, and distances to find the correct translation. They achieve a Top-1 accuracy of 81.0% and claim that they outperform state-of-the-art OOV translation techniques then.
In this paper, we propose a three-step approach based on Google to deal with open-ended Chinese-to-English translation. Our system integrates various features which have been used by previous approaches in a novel way. We observe that most foreign Chinese NEs would have their corresponding English translations appearing in their returned snippets by Google. Therefore we combine lexical information and web statistics to find corresponding translations of given Chinese foreign NEs in returned snippets. A highly effective verification process, inverse search, is then adopted and raises the performance in a significant degree. Our approach achieves an overall Top-1 accuracy of 87.6% and a relatively high Top-4 accurracy of 94.7%.
Background
Translating NEs, which is different from translating common words, is an "asymmetric" translation. Translations of an NE in various languages can be organized as a tree according to the relations of translation language pairs, as shown in Figure 1 . The root of the translating tree is the NE in its original language, i.e., initially de-nominated. We call the translation of an NE along the tree downward as a "forward translation". On the contrary, "backward translation" is to translate an NE along the tree upward. Generally speaking, forward translation is easier than backward translation. On the one hand, there is no unique answer to forward translation. Many alternative ways can be adopted to forward translate an NE from one language to another. For example, "Jordan" can be translated into "喬 丹 (Qiao-Dan)", " 喬 登 (Qiao-Deng)", " 約 旦 (Yue-Dan)", and so on. On the other hand, there is generally one unique corresponding term in backward translation, especially when the target language is the root of the translating tree.
In addition, when the original NE appears in documents in the target language in forward translation, it often comes together with a corresponding translation in the target language (Cheng et al., 2004) . That makes forward translation less challenging. In this paper, we focus our study on Chinese-English backward translation, i.e., the original language of NE and the target language in translation is English, and the source language to be translated is Chinese.
There are two important issues shown below to deal with backward translation of NEs or OOV words.
• Where to find the corresponding translation?
• How to identify the correct translation?
NEs seldom appear in multi-lingual or even mono-lingual dictionaries, i.e., they are OOV or unknown words. For unknown words, where can we find its corresponding translation? A bilingual corpus might be a possible solution. However, NEs appear in a vast context and bilingual corpora available can only cover a small proportion. Most text resources are monolingual. Can we find translations of NEs in monolingual corpora? While mentioning a translated name during writing, sometimes we would annotate it with its original name in the original foreign language, especially when the name is less commonly known. But how often would it happen? With our testing data, which would be introduced in Section 4, over 97% of translated NEs would have its original NE appearing in the first 100 returned snippets by Google. Figure 2 shows several snippets returned by Google which contains the original NE of the given foreign NE. When translations can be found in snippets, the next work would be identifying which name is the correct translation of NEs. First we should know how NEs would be translated. The commonest case is translating by phonetic values, or so-called transliteration. Most personal names and location names are transliterated. NEs may also be translated by meaning. It is the way in which most titles and nicknames and some organization names would be translated. Another common case is translating by phonetic values for some parts and by meaning for the others. For example, "Sears Tower" is translated into "西爾 斯 (Xi-Er-Si) 大 廈 (tower)" in Chinese. NEs would sometimes be translated by semantics or contents of the entity it indicates, especially with movies. 
Chinese-to-English NE Translation
As we have mentioned in the last section, we could find most English translations in Chinese web page snippets. We thus base our system on web search engine: retrieving candidates from returned snippets, combining both linguistic and statistical information to find the correct translation. Our system can be split into three steps: candidate retrieving, candidate evaluating, and candidate verifying. An overview of our system is given in Figure 3 . In the first step, the NE to be translated, GN, is sent to Google to retrieve traditional Chinese web pages, and a simple English NE recognition method and several preprocessing procedures are applied to obtain possible candidates from returned snippets. In the second step, four features (i.e., phonetic values, word senses, recurrences, and relative positions) are exploited to give these candidates a score. In the last step, the candidates with higher scores are sent to Google again. Recurrence information and relative positions concerning with the candidate to be verified of GN in returned snippets are counted along with the scores to decide the final ranking of candidates. These three steps will be detailed in the following subsections.
Retrieving Candidates
Before we can identify possible candidates, we must retrieve them first. In the returned traditional Chinese snippets by Google, there are still many English fragments. Therefore, the first task our system would do is to separate these English fragments into NEs and non-NEs. We propose a simple method to recognize possible NEs. All fragments conforming to the following properties would be recognized as NEs:
• The first and the last word of the fragment are numerals or capitalized.
• There are no three or more consequent lowercase words in the fragment.
• The whole fragment is within one sentence.
After retrieving possible NEs in returned snippets, there are still some works to do to make a The entire NE is supposed to be translated by its meaning and the name parts are transliterated.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and "湯姆(pronounced as Tang-Mu)叔叔的(uncle's)小屋(cabin)"
Translating by Both Phonetic Values and Meaning
The translation would have both a similar pronunciation and a similar meaning to its original NE. "New Yorker" and "紐約(pronounced as NiuYue)客(people, pronounced as Ke)"
Translating NEs by Heterography
The NE is translated by these heterographic words in neighboring languages.
"橫濱" and "Yokohama", "鈴木一朗" and "Ichiro Suzuki" Translating by Semantic or Content
The NE is translated by its semantic or the content of the entity it refers to. "The Mask" and " 摩 登 (modern) 大 (great) 聖 (saint)" Parallel Names NE is initially denominated as more than one name or in more than one language.
"孫中山(Sun Zhong-Shan)" and "Sun Yat-Sen" • All letters are transformed into upper cases.
• Words consist "'"s are split.
• Symbols are rewritten into words.
For example, all forms of "Mr. & Mrs. Smith" would be transformed into "MR. AND MRS. SMITH". The second work we should complete before ranking is filtering useless substrings. An NE may comprise many single words. These component words may all be capitalized and thus all substrings of this NE would be fetched as candidates of our translation work. Therefore, substrings which always appear with a same preceding and following word are discarded here, since they would have a zero recurrence score in the next step, which would be detailed in the next subsection.
Evaluating Candidates
After candidate retrieving, we would obtain a sequence of m candidates, C 1 , C 2 , …, C m . An integrated evaluating model is introduced to exploit four features (phonetic values, word senses, recurrences, and relative positions) to score these m candidates, as the following equation suggests: GN) combines phonetic values and word senses to evaluate the lexical similarity between C i and GN. SScore(C i ,GN) concerns both recurrences information and relative positions to evaluate the statistical relationship between C i and GN. These two scores are then combined to obtain Score(C i ,GN). How to estimate LScore(C n , GN) and SScore(C n , GN) would be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Lexical Similarity
The lexical similarity concerns both phonetic values and word senses. An NE may consist of many single words. These component words may be translated either by phonetic values or by word senses. Given a translation pair, we could split them into fragments which could be bipartite matched according to their translation relationships, as Figure 4 shows. To identify the lexical similarity between two NEs, we could estimate the similarity scores between the matched fragment pairs first, and then sum them up as a total score. We postulate that the matching with the highest score is the correct matching. Therefore the problem becomes a weighted bipartite matching problem, i.e., given the similarity scores between any fragment pairs, to find the bipartite matching with the highest score. In this way, our next problem is how to estimate the similarity scores between fragments.
We treat an English single word as a fragment unit, i.e., each English single word corresponds to one fragment. An English candidate C i consisting of n single words would be split into n fragment units, C i1 , C i2 , …, C in . We define a Chinese fragment unit that it could comprise one to four characters and may overlap each other. A fragment unit of GN can be written as GN ab , which denotes the ath to bth characters of GN, and b -a < 4. The linguistic similarity score between two fragments is:
Where PVSim() estimates the similarity in phonetic values while WSSim() estimate it in word senses.
Phonetic Value
In this paper, we adopt a simple but novel method to estimate the similarity in phonetic values. Unlike many approaches, we don't introduce an intermediate phonetic alphabet system for comparison. We first transform the Chinese fragments into possible English strings, and then estimate the similarity between transformed strings and English candidates in surface strings, as Figure 5 shows. However, similar pronunciations does not equal to similar surface strings. Two quite dissimilar strings may have very similar pronunciations. Therefore, we take this strat-egy: generate all possible transformations, and regard the one with the highest similarity as the English candidate. Figure 5 . Phonetic similarity estimation of our system.
Edit distances are usually used to estimate the surface similarity between strings. However, the typical edit distance does not completely satisfy the requirement in the context of translation identification. In translation, vowels are an unreliable feature. There are many variations in pronunciation of vowels, and the combinations of vowels are numerous. Different combinations of vowels may have a same phonetic value, however, same combinations may pronounce totally differently. The worst of all, human often arbitrarily determine the pronunciation of unfamiliar vowel combinations in translation. For these reasons, we adopt the strategy that vowels can be ignored in transformation. That is to say when it is hard to determine which vowel combination should be generated from given Chinese fragments, we can only transform the more certain part of consonants. Thus during the calculation of edit distances, the insertion of vowels would not be calculated into edit distances. Finally, the modified edit distance between two strings A and B is defined as follow: Len() denotes the length of the string. In the above equation, the similarity scores are ranged from 0 to 1.
We build the fixed transformation table manually. All possible transformations from Chinese transliterating characters to corresponding English strings are built. If we cannot precisely indicate which vowel combination should be transformed, or there are too many possible combinations, we ignores vowels. Then we use a training set of 3,000 transliteration names to examine possible omissions due to human ignorance.
Word Senses
More or less similar to the estimation of phonetic similarity, we do not use an intermediate representation of meanings to estimate word sense similarity. We treat the English translations in the C-E bilingual dictionary (reference removed for blind review) directly as the word senses of their corresponding Chinese word entries. We adopt a simple 0-or-1 estimation of word sense similarity between two strings A and B, as the following equation suggests: All the Chinese foreign names appearing in test data is removed from the dictionary.
From the above equations we could derive that LSim() of fragment pairs is also ranged from 0 to 1. Candidates to be evaluated may comprise different number of component words, and this would result the different scoring base of the weighted bipartite matching. We should normalize the result scores of bipartite matching. As a result, the following equation is applied: 
Statistical Similarity
Two pieces of information are concerned together to estimate the statistical similarity: recurrences and relative positions. A candidate C i might appear l times in the returned snippets, as C i,1 , C i,2 , …, C i,l . For each C i,k , we find the dis-tance between it and the nearest GN in the returned snippets, and then compute the relative position scores as the following equation:
In other words, if the candidate is adjacent to the given NE, it would have a relative position score of 1. Relative position scores of all C i,k would be summed up to obtain the primitive statistical score:
As we mentioned before, since the imprecision of NE recognition, most substrings of NEs would also be recognized as candidates. This would result a problem. There are often typos in the information provided on the Internet. If some component word of an NE is misspelled, the substrings constituted by the rest words would have a higher statistical score than the correct NE. To prevent such kind of situations, we introduce entropy of the context of the candidate. If a candidate has a more varied context, it is more possible to be an independent term instead of a substring of other terms. Entropy provides such a property: if the possible cases are more varied, there is higher entropy, and vice versa. Entropy function here concerns the possible cases of the most adjacent word at both ends of the candidate, as the following equation suggests: Where NCT r and NC i denote the appearing times of the rth context CT r and the candidate C i in the returned snippets respectively, and NPT i denotes the total number of different cases of the context of C i . Since we want to normalize the entropy to 0~1, we take NPT i as the base of the logarithm function.
While concerning context combinations, only capitalized English word is discriminated. All other words would be viewed as one sort "OTHER". For example, assuming the context of "David" comprises three times of (Craig, OTHER), three times of (OTHER, Stern), and six times of (OTHER, OTHER), then: 
Verifying Candidates
In evaluating candidate, we concern only the appearing frequencies of candidates when the NE to be translated is presented. In the other direction, we should also concern the appearing frequencies of the NE to be translated when the candidate is presented to prevent common words getting an improper high score in evaluation. We perform the inverse search approach for this sake. Like the evaluation of statistical scores in the last step, candidates are sent to Google to retrieve Traditional Chinese snippets, and the same equation of SScore() is computed concerning the candidate. However, since there are too many candidates, we cannot perform this process on all candidates. Therefore, an elimination mechanism is adopted to select candidates for verification. The elimination mechanism works as follows:
1. Send the Top-3 candidates into Google for verification.
2. Count SScore (GN, C i The candidates have been verified would be recorded to prevent duplicate re-weighting and unnecessary verification. There is one problem in verification we should concern. Since we only consider recurrence information in both directions, but not cooccurrence information, this would result some problem when dealing rarely used translations. For example, "Peter Pan" can be translated into "彼得潘" or "彼德潘" (both pronounced as BiDe-Pan) in Chinese, but most people would use the former translation. Thus if we send "Peter Pan" to verification when translating "彼德潘", we would get a very low score.
To deal with this situation, we adopt the strategy of disbelieving verification in some situa-tions. If all candidates have scores lower than the threshold, we presume that the given NE is a rarely used translation. In this situation, we use only Score(C n , GN) estimated by the evaluation step to rank its candidates, without multiplying SScore(GN, C i ) of the inverse search. The threshold is set to 1.5 by heuristic, since we consider that a commonly used translation is supposed to have their SScore() larger than 1 in both directions.
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our system, 15 common users are invited to provide 100 foreign NEs per user. These users are asked to simulate a scenario of using web search machine to perform cross-lingual information retrieval. The proportion of different types of NEs is roughly conformed to the real distribution, except for creation titles. We gathers a larger proportion of creation titles than other types of NEs, since the ways of translating creation titles is less regular and we may use them to test how much help could the web statistics provide.
After removing duplicate entries provided by users, finally we obtain 1,119 nouns. Among them 7 are not NEs, 65 are originated from Oriental languages (Chinese, Japanese, and Korean), and the rest 1,047 foreign NEs are our main experimental subjects. Among these 1,047 names there are 455 personal names, 264 location names, 117 organization names, 196 creation titles, and 15 other types of NEs. Table 2 and Figure 5 show the performance of the system with different types of NEs. We could observe that the translating performance is best with location names. It is within our expectation, since location names are one of the most limited NE types. Human usually provide location names in a very limited range, and thus there are less location names having ambiguous translations and less rare location names in the test data. Besides, because most location names are purely transliterated, it can give us some clues about the performance of our phonetic model.
Our system performs worst with creation titles. One reason is that the naming and translating style of creation titles are less formulated. Many titles are not translated by lexical information, but by semantic information or else. For example, "Mr. & Mrs. Smith" is translated into "史密 斯任務(Smiths' Mission)" by the content of the creation it denotes. Another reason is that many titles are not originated from English, such as "le Nozze di Figaro". It results the C-E bilingual dictionary cannot be used in recognizing word sense similarity. A more serious problem with titles is that titles generally consist of more single words than other types of NEs. Therefore, in the returned snippets by Google, the correct translation is often cut off. It would results a great bias in estimating statistical scores. Table 3 compares the result of different feature combinations. It considers only foreign NEs in the test data. From the result we could conclude that both statistical and lexical features are helpful for translation finding, while the inverse search are the key of our system to achieve a good performance. Table 3 . Experiment results of our system with different feature combinations.
From the result we could also find that our system has a high recall of 94.7% while considering top 4 candidates. If we only count in the given NEs with their correct translation appearing in the returned snippets, the recall would go to 96.8%. This achievement may be not yet good enough for computer-driven applications, but it is certainly a good performance for user querying.
Conclusion
In this study we combine several relatively simple implementations of approaches that have been proposed in the previous studies and obtain a very good performance. We find that the Internet is a quite good source for discovering NE translations. Using snippets returned by Google we can efficiently reduce the number of the possible candidates and acquire much useful information to verify these candidates. Since the number of candidates is generally less than processing with unaligned corpus, simple models can performs filtering quite well and the over-fitting problem is thus prevented.
From the failure cases of our system, (see Appendix A) we could observe that the performance of this integrated approach could still be boosted by more sophisticated models, more extensive dictionaries, and more delicate training mechanisms. For example, performing stemming or adopting a more extensive dictionary might enhance the accuracy of estimating word sense similarity; the statistic formula can be replaced by more formal measures such as co-occurrences or mutual information to make a more precise assessment of statistical relationship. These tasks would be our future works in developing a more accurate and efficient NE translation system.
